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Non-linear Pricing and Conscious Consumption�

Nadia Buraniy and Andrea Mantovaniz

Abstract

We consider a duopolistic market in which a green �rm competes with a brown rival and both �rms

o¤er two quality-di¤erentiated products. We study optimal non-linear contracts o¤ered by the two

�rms when consumers: (i) are privately informed about their willingness to pay for quality, and (ii)

di¤er in their environmental consciousness. We characterize how consumers with di¤erent valuations

for quality self-select into �rms and show that the ranking of qualities, relative prices and pro�ts all

depend on the interplay between consumers�valuations and �rms�cost heterogeneity. Interestingly,

when consumers�valuations for quality are relatively low, the brown �rm does not o¤er a low-quality

variety. This contrasts with the situation of full information, in which both �rms commercialize a

high- and a low-quality variety. Hence, the lack of information about consumers�valuations may not

only favor the green �rm in terms of higher prices and pro�ts, but also reduce the product range

o¤ered by the brown rival.

JEL classi�cation: D43, D82, L13, L15, Q56.

Keywords: Non-linear pricing, multi-principals, vertical di¤erentiation, bidimensional asymmet-

ric information, environmental consciousness.

1 Introduction

In recent years, environmental awareness and increased sensitivity towards socially responsible consump-

tion has modi�ed the purchasing behavior of many customers in di¤erent parts of the world. This shift
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of mindset has been driven by a combination of factors. The evolution of social norms has helped people

realize that caring about the environment also means caring about their own health and that of their

families and friends (see Ostrom, 2000; Carrigan and Attalla, 2001; He¤ner et al., 2007; Carlsson et al.,

2010; Deltas et al. 2013). This process has also been the result of informative campaigns carried out

in combination with environmental education policies and initiatives (see van der Made and Schoonbeek

2009; Sartzetakis et al., 2012; Kaufman, 2014; Allcott and Rogers, 2014). Examples of such campaigns

and initiatives are widespread in di¤erent sectors, ranging from automotive and energy to food and

textile.1

For their part, �rms have become increasingly responsive to the new consumers�needs, expanding their

range of strategies to include corporate social activities and green practices. Consequently, �rms ended

up competing across di¤erent dimensions of quality in order to attract consumers often characterized by

heterogeneous willingness to pay for each dimension (Rosen, 1974). In terms of pure quality, products are

typically di¤erentiated along the vertical ladder depending on their intrinsic or hedonic attribute, which

is related to the functionality of the product itself. However, goods may also di¤er in another important

dimension of quality, depending on their environmental or social sustainability. For the ease of exposition,

in our analysis we will refer to green and brown products (or, to be more precise, to goods delivered by

a green and a brown �rm), however our main results can be extended to include the distinction between

products sold by socially responsible �rms and by standard pro�t-maximizing enterprises. In order to

increase customer satisfaction along every possible quality dimension, and ultimately to capture a bigger

market share, many �rms made their products environmentally-friendlier or adopted environmentally

sustainable production processes, though these usually require additional costs.

Understanding the driving factors that a¤ect consumers�sorting across �rms according to these dif-

ferent quality dimensions represents therefore a relevant research question. Indeed, while most of the

literature focuses on competition between �rms in the presence of a one-dimensional quality attribute,

we depart from this approach and focus on the interplay between the respective costs of the di¤erent

production technologies, the degree of consumers�environmental consciousness, and the willingness to

pay for intrinsic quality.

We also acknowledge that �rms are often unable to collect precise information regarding the willingness

to pay (henceforth WTP or, simply, valuation) of the customers they want to reach. For this reason,

1The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) produced a Green Vehicle Guide, which compares environmental

performance across vehicle classes through a 0-10 emissions score (visit https://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles for more infor-

mation). Again in the U.S., the Opower programme is based on social comparison-based home energy reports that are

repeatedly mailed to more than six million energy consumers in order to show how much they can possibly save by using

energy appropriately. The European action plan for organic food and farming supports consumer choice through the devel-

opment of the market for organic food (see https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/organic/eu-policy/european-action-plan_en

for more information).
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another important element of our analysis is related to the presence of asymmetric information. Firms

are uninformed about both consumers�WTP for intrinsic quality and their environmental consciousness.

In particular, we assume that there are two types of consumers, who di¤er in terms of their WTP for

intrinsic quality, and refer to them as high- and low-valuation consumers, respectively. We also assume

that environmental consciousness is uniformly distributed across the same population of customers. The

latter is interpreted as a �warm glow�(see Andreoni, 1989) non-monetary bene�t a consumer enjoys when

purchasing (from the green �rm) a good which embodies socially desirable attributes, independently of

its intrinsic quality.

In order to formally address our research problem, we embed the Mussa and Rosen (1978) model of

quality di¤erentiation and monopolistic non-linear pricing into a richer setup in which there is strategic

interaction between two �rms, one of them being a green �rm that further di¤erentiates its products from

the rival by o¤ering environmentally-friendly varieties. We assume that producing green products entails

higher costs. We are interested in optimal non-linear contracts o¤ered by the two �rms. In particular,

following Rochet and Stole (2002), we let each �rm o¤er a menu of at most two incentive-compatible

contracts, contingent on consumers�valuations for intrinsic quality. Consumers�other attribute, namely

environmental consciousness, does not enter the screening contracts but rather determines how consumers

sort themselves between the brown and the green �rm. The formal model is outlined in Section 2.

1.1 Main results and organization of the article

In Section 3, we characterize the benchmark case in which consumers�valuations for intrinsic quality

are observable by both �rms. With symmetric information about valuation for quality, in equilibrium

each �rm o¤ers a high- and a low-quality product. The brown �rm produces the highest quality in the

market, while the green �rm the lowest. Whether the low-quality product of the brown �rm is better or

worse than the high-quality product of the green �rm depends on the cost di¤erences across �rms. We

then compute equilibrium prices and pro�ts for both �rms, and show that the green �rm, despite its cost

disadvantage, may end up not only charging a higher price (green price premium), but also obtaining

a higher pro�t than the brown rival. This occurs when consumers�valuations are relatively low. Thus,

although in our model the �rm�s decision to carry out green production is not strategic (it is rather

taken as given), we provide a rationale for the choice to �go green�or to become socially responsible (see

Bénabou and Tirole, 2010, and Kitzmueller and Shimshack, 2012).

Our benchmark model can also provide information about consumers� self-selection, namely about

which types of consumers buy from which �rm. We show the emergence of di¤erent sorting patterns

according to the relative weight that intrinsic quality and green consciousness have in consumers�prefer-

ences. For instance, when the intensity parameter for the vertical attribute is quite low, so that consumers
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care relatively more about the environmental than the intrinsic quality dimension of the good, we �nd

positive selection for the green �rm. This means that the share of high-valuation consumers buying from

the green (brown) �rm is higher (lower) than the share of low-valuation ones.

In Section 4, we introduce asymmetric information about consumers�valuations for intrinsic quality

and investigate to what extent screening changes the main results of the benchmark model. First of all,

optimal contracts in the benchmark model might still be incentive compatible, provided that the cost

di¤erential between �rms is not particularly large, and the ratio between consumers�types is not too low.

In this circumstance, it is possible for �rms to elicit consumers�private information without incurring

the costs embedded in informational rents. Conversely, when the benchmark contracts are not incentive

compatible, �rms face the usual rent-extraction/e¢ ciency trade-o¤ and distort quality schedules relative

to the �rst best. Despite allocative distortions, the results about product lines do not di¤er substantially

from the benchmark model. Likewise, under screening, the brown �rm produces a higher quality variety

than the green rival, given the valuation for intrinsic quality.

In many real instances, green products are perceived by consumers as being characterized by a lower

intrinsic quality with respect to their brown counterparts, even though they dominate in terms of en-

vironmental performance. For example, electric or hybrid vehicles are characterized by lower polluting

emissions than internal combustion engine vehicles, but are still deemed as inferior based on the overall

driving experience. Other examples are phyto cosmetics or ecological cleansers and detergents. They are

produced without chemical additives that might endanger consumers�health or the environment, but are

less e¤ective than standard products. Analogous considerations might apply to organic food, which is

healthier and possibly more tasteful; without any doubt, however, non-organic produce has more curb

appeal than organically grown one.

As for consumers� sorting patterns, they are not qualitatively di¤erent when screening is in place,

but they become more pronounced with respect to the benchmark model. Interestingly, our analysis also

uncovers an unexpected scenario. When positive selection is in place and the WTP for intrinsic quality

is characterized by a relatively low intensity for both types of consumers, the brown �rm ends up o¤ering

only a high-quality version of the product thus excluding low-valuation consumers from its clientele. A

corollary of this last result is that the lack of information about consumers�characteristics may not only

favor the green �rm in terms of higher prices and pro�ts, but also reduce the product range o¤ered by

the brown rival. This could be bene�cial for society at large, given that the brown �rm abstains from

producing its low-quality variant, whose consumption may ultimately be associated with relatively high

levels of polluting emissions or low standards of sustainability.

Real-world examples con�rm the validity of these results. The evolution of the car sector is not only

characterized by a shift towards hybrid and electric vehicles, but also by the progressive elimination

of standard internal-combustion engine vehicles, especially at the bottom of the quality scale. Indeed,
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producers of electric vehicles are targeting more and more the low-end portion of the market, and in

some speci�c sectors brown vehicles are rapidly disappearing. Electric microcars and low speed personal

vehicles are becoming widespread for short travels within cities.2 Urban transport has also been recently

characterized by an increase of electric city bikes and cargo bikes, whereas only few brown motorized

rivals have been introduced. Similar dynamics also are emerging in many other sectors. For example,

eco and natural paints are replacing conventional ones, especially for Do-It-Yourself customers, whereas

high-end quality conventional paints are still targeted to a niche of expert users or professionals.

1.2 Related Literature

Our paper mainly contributes to two di¤erent strands of literature. The �rst one is related to �rms�

strategic behavior in the presence of multi-dimensional product di¤erentiation, i.e. when there are more

quality dimensions de�ning a product speci�cation (one of them possibly being environmental sustainabil-

ity). The second pertains to the design of optimal contracts by heterogeneous principals in the presence

of multi-dimensional asymmetric information. Notwithstanding the growing attention devoted to the

e¤ect of green consumerism on market equilibrium (see Conrad 2005, Eriksson 2004, García-Gallego and

Georgantzís 2009, Moraga-González and Padrón-Fumero 2002, Nyborg et al. 2006, inter alia) on one

side, and to optimal screening with multi-dimensional informational asymmetries (see Stole 1995 and

Rochet and Stole 2002, inter alia) on the other side, we are the �rst to analyze in a uni�ed setting a

multi-principal game in which two �rms compete by di¤erentiating the qualitative attributes of their

products in order to attract consumers characterized by two dimensions of private information.

A particular feature of our model is that both �rms are allowed to o¤er quality-di¤erentiated versions

of their products. This enables us to endogenize the �rms�decision regarding the intrinsic quality o¤ered

to customers. In the standard literature, there are two ways to consider the relationship between intrinsic

quality and environmental quality, depending on whether consumers�aprioristic preferences are such that

either the environmental attribute or the pure performance of the product is valued more. In the �rst case,

in line with most of the literature (Moraga-González and Padrón-Fumero, 2002; Lombardini-Riipinen,

2005; Deltas et al., 2013; among others), the green good is assumed to be of high intrinsic quality and

the brown good of low intrinsic quality. In the second case, based on the observation that quite often

brown goods have higher performance than green alternatives (Carrigan and Attalla, 2001; Gupta and

Ogden 2009; Weatherell et al., 2003; Mantovani et al., 2016), the high-quality good is the one that has

lower sustainability whereas the low-quality good is green.

Within the literature on multi-dimensional product di¤erentiation, Vandenbosch andWeinberg (1995),

Lauga and Ofek (2011) study two �rms that compete by di¤erentiating their goods along two dimensions
2See https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/may/11/micro-evs-city-transport-suemens-renault-

green-air-pollution.
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of vertical quality. They show that, depending on the costs of providing the two qualities, �rms can

either use only one attribute to di¤erentiate their products, or they can maximally di¤erentiate on one

dimension and minimally di¤erentiate on the other. More recently, Garella and Lambertini (2014), �nd

conditions under which either a single �rm becomes a quality leader in both attributes or there is cross

leadership. Other contributions consider multiple vertical dimensions, such as Barigozzi and Ma (2018)

and Chen and Riordan (2015). The former analyzes a scenario in which consumers�valuations are drawn

from independent and general distributions, whereas the latter considers consumers�valuations for the

di¤erent attributes being correlated. We depart from this literature in two main ways. First, our �rms

strategically choose only one vertical attribute, whereas they are di¤erentiated at the outset with respect

to the other attribute (environmental friendliness). Second, and most importantly, our �rms resort to

screening contracts in order to elicit consumers�valuations for hedonic quality.

From a methodological viewpoint, our paper hinges on both the literature describing optimal con-

tracting with multi-dimensional asymmetric information and that of multi-principals. The analysis of

multi-principals was initiated by the seminal contributions of Martimort (1992) and Stole (1992). The

papers that are most closely related to ours are Champsaur and Rochet (1989) and Rochet and Stole

(2002), which consider two �rms competing in non-linear prices in the presence of vertical preference

uncertainty. The former is characterized by a two-stage game where �rms �rst o¤er intervals of qualities

and then choose price schedules. The latter extends the analysis carried out in Stole (1995) combining

both vertical and horizontal preference uncertainty. As in Rochet and Stole (2002), in our framework

bidimensional asymmetric information does not translate into bidimensional screening, given that screen-

ing contracts are contingent on one dimension of consumers�private information only (which is used to

allocate consumers along the quality spectrum), while the other dimension is used as a self-selection de-

vice between �rms.3 We depart from Rochet and Stole (2002) because they consider perfectly symmetric

�rms, whereby incentive constraints are never binding and e¢ cient quality allocations with cost-plus-

�xed-fee pricing emerge at equilibrium. Even though our contribution is not methodological, we add to

this literature because we characterize optimal contracts when principals are heterogeneous and incentive

compatibility constraints are relevant. In this situation, quality distortions naturally arise.

Finally, this article is related to Mahenc (2008) and Heijnen and van der Made (2012), who adopt the

principal-agent framework to address environmental issues. The former considers a monopoly choosing

its pricing schedule to signal the (privately known) environmental quality of its good to green consumers.

The latter explains the presence of boycotts by consumers whose environmental awareness is not known

3Similar setups are considered in both Lehmann et al., (2014) and Barigozzi and Burani (2019). The former analyzes

optimal non-linear income taxes levied by two competing governments on citizens who have private information about their

earning capabilities and their migration costs. The latter focuses on optimal labor contracts proposed to managers who

di¤er in their skills and motivation.
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by a �rm which has to decide whether or not to adopt a clean (and costly) technology. An interesting

result is that the clean technology is adopted more often than in a situation of full information. Di¤erently

from our analysis, however, both articles abstract from issues of strategic interaction between principals

as well as multi-dimensionality of hidden information.

2 The model

We consider a multi-principal setting with bidimensional asymmetric information. Two �rms (principals)

compete to sell their products to consumers (agents). Each consumer (she) can buy one unit of the good

exclusively from one �rm. Firms and consumers are risk neutral.

On the supply side, �rms di¤er in their environmental commitment: one �rm is green because it

produces an environmentally-friendly variety of the good, while the other �rm is brown because it produces

a standard variety of the good.4 Accordingly, �rms are indexed by i = B;G: The products sold by the

two �rms di¤er in another characteristic, which is a usual attribute of vertical di¤erentiation. We denote

by qi the observable and measurable (and thus contractible) hedonic or intrinsic quality level that each

�rm i provides. Firms have similar technologies and their pro�t margins (per unit, conditional on the

customer buying) are given by

�i (qi) = pi (qi)� Ci (qi) ; (1)

where pi (qi) is the (non-linear) price set by �rm i for one unit of the good with quality qi and Ci (qi) is

the unit cost of providing quality qi: As in Mussa and Rosen (1978) and Champsaur and Rochet (1989),

for each �rm i = B;G, marginal cost Ci (qi) is constant and independent of the number of units sold;

moreover, it is an increasing and convex function of quality. For simplicity, we set Ci (qi) = 1
2kiq

2
i and

assume that kB = 1 < kG = k, with k capturing the cost disadvantage of producing a green good. Indeed,

it is natural to imagine that, relative to the brown �rm, the green producer faces an extra cost for each

possible quality level. For example, a car manufacturer incurs higher costs when it produces hybrid or

electric cars rather than traditional combustion engine cars, for each given model.5 We also assume that

kG = k < 4, which guarantees that competition between the two �rms is viable.6

4Firms are di¤erentiated since the outset relative to the environmental dimension in order to avoid being trapped into

the conventional Bertrand paradox.
5Similar assumptions can be found in Moraga-González and Padrón-Fumero (2002), where the unit marginal cost of

producing a given variant is constant, but the cost of producing environmentally-sustainable varieties is higher. Also in

Mahenc (2008) it is assumed that the environmental performance raises marginal costs. The alternative hypothesis, namely

that products of higher environmental quality are cheaper to produce, is suggested by Porter and van der Linde (1995).
6We abstract from �emission functions�which relate the level of pollution generated by a product to its environmental

quality or to the quantity sold (see Mahenc 2008, Boyer et al. 2007, Moraga-González and Padrón-Fumero 2002).
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On the demand side, consider a population of consumers with unit mass, who di¤er in two character-

istics, WTP for hedonic quality and social or environmental concern, that are independently distributed.

For the sake of simplicity, consumers�WTP for quality is assumed to take only two values, high and low,

and is denoted as � 2 f�1; �2g ; where �2 > �1 > 0: The fraction � of consumers has low valuation �1,

the fraction 1� � is instead characterized by high valuation �2: Social or environmental consciousness is

instead continuous and uniformly distributed in the unit interval [0; 1] :7

Each consumer can buy at most one unit of the good. When a consumer abstains from buying, her

utility is zero. When a consumer of type (�; ) buys one unit of the good with quality qi from �rm

i = B;G, her utility is given by

ui (�; ) = �qi + xi � pi (qi) ,

where xi is an indicator function that takes value 0 for the brown �rm and 1 for the green �rm. As

a consequence, from the brown �rm standpoint, consumers� valuation for hedonic quality is the only

relevant characteristic. When, instead, a consumer buys from the green �rm, her utility is augmented by

the premium  for consuming the environmentally-friendly variety.8 We interpret environmental concern

as a non-monetary, warm-glow bene�t that a consumer enjoys when buying from the green �rm. It

is unrelated to the intrinsic quality of the good, and does not directly a¤ect the green �rm choice of

its intrinsic quality. Methodologically, this implies that bidimensional asymmetric information does not

translate into bidimensional screening.

Following Rochet and Stole (2002), we take the consumers�decision to buy from �rm i = B;G and

the non-linear price schedule pi (qi) o¤ered by �rm i as given. Then, letting

qi (�) � argmax
qi

�qi � pi (qi) ;

we have

Ui (�) = �qi (�)� pi (qi (�)) (2)

which is the indirect utility of a consumer of type � who buys from �rm i = B;G, net of the bene�t

accruing from environmental consciousness. We study the direct revelation mechanism such that each

�rm o¤ers two incentive-compatible contracts, one for each type �, consisting in a hedonic quality target

and a level of indirect utility, fqi (�) ; Ui (�)gi=B;G, and each customer selects the preferred pair.9 The
7This assumption is made for convenience. It is possible to show that the qualitative nature of the results is robust to

the generalization  � U [0; ] with  2 (0;1) : Moreover, our intuition is that qualitatively our results do not change when

considering a more general distribution for : Indeed, its symmetry is not relevant as long as preferences for environmental

quality are independent of preferences for vertical quality.
8We abstract from customers internalizing the social environmental damage generated by the consumption of the brown

variety (which could be a function of the brown �rm�s market share, as in Lambertini, 2017).
9Prior to Rochet and Stole (2002), also Armstrong and Vickers (2001) and Champsaur and Rochet (1989) consider

optimal contracts in which utilities rather than prices are o¤ered to consumers.
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�rms� contract design problem is thus independent of the consumers� environmental consciousness ,

which is however crucial to determine each �rm�s market shares. Indeed, given Ui (�) for i = B;G, a

consumer of type (�; ) receives indirect utility UB (�) if she buys from the brown �rm, whereas, if she

buys from the green �rm, her gross indirect utility becomes UG (�) = UG (�) + .

De�nition 1 Indi¤ erent consumer. The consumer with willingness to pay for intrinsic quality � 2

f�1; �2g, who is indi¤erent between buying from the green or the brown �rm, is characterized by environ-

mental concern b (�) � UB (�)� UG (�) : (3)

Since  is uniformly distributed on the unit interval, the share of consumers with valuation � who

prefer buying from the brown �rm is given by

'B (�) � Pr ( < b (�)) = b (�) = UB (�)� UG (�) ; (4)

conversely, the share of customers patronizing the green �rm is

'G (�) � Pr ( � b (�)) = 1� b (�) = 1� (UB (�)� UG (�)) : (5)

Given �rms�market shares 'i (�), we set up each �rm�s maximization problem. Rewrite pro�t margins

(1), relative to each type � consumer, replacing price pi with indirect utility Ui, as

�i (�) = Si (�)� Ui (�) = �qi (�)�
1

2
kiq

2
i (�)� Ui (�) ; (6)

where

Si (�) � �i (�) + Ui (�) = �qi (�)� Ci (qi (�)) = �qi (�)�
1

2
kiq

2
i (�) (7)

is the surplus realized when a consumer of type � buys hedonic quality qi (�) from �rm i (again, net of

the bene�t accruing from environmental concerns). Then, the program of each �rm i = B;G is

max
qi(�);Ui(�)

E (�i) = ��i (�1)'i (�1) + (1� �)�i (�2)'i (�2) : (Pi)

Notice that environmental consciousness  does not appear in the above program, because it is replaced

by market shares 'i (�), which in turn depend on the di¤erence between indirect utilities (see equations

4 and 5). Moreover, in �rm i�s payo¤, the utility o¤ered by the rival �rm, i.e. U�i (�) ; is taken as given

even though it is endogenous. Thus, �rms compete against each other in the utility space: when a �rm

increases the utility o¤ered to a given type of consumers, it reduces its pro�t margin, but it increases the

probability of serving those consumers.

Because consumers� valuations for quality might not be observable by �rms, consumers� incentive

compatibility constraints have to be considered: the downward incentive constraint (henceforth DIC)
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requires that high-valuation types be not attracted by the contract o¤ered to low-valuation types, and

the upward incentive constraint (henceforth UIC) requires that low-valuation types be not willing to

mimic high-valuation consumers. For each �rm i = B;G, such constraints are given by

Ui (�2) � Ui (�1) + (�2 � �1) qi (�1) ; (DICi)

and

Ui (�1) � Ui (�2)� (�2 � �1) qi (�2) ; (UICi)

respectively.10 Putting DICi and UICi together yields

(�2 � �1) qi (�1) � Ui (�2)� Ui (�1) � (�2 � �1) qi (�2) ; (8)

which clari�es that incentive compatible contracts must satisfy: (i) the monotonicity condition qi (�1) �

qi (�2) ; requiring that high-valuation consumers buy a higher hedonic quality than low-valuation types

at each �rm i = B;G; and (ii) condition Ui (�2) � Ui (�1) � 0; requiring that the indirect utility or

information rent of high-valuation consumers be higher than that of low-valuation types, for each �rm

i = B;G. Finally, consumers�participation constraints, i.e. UB (�) � 0 and UG (�) = UG (�) +  � 0 for

each � 2 f�1; �2g ; have to be considered in the �rms�programs.

To sum up, the program for each �rm i = B;G consists in maximizing its expected pro�ts with respect

to the quality level qi (�) and the indirect utility Ui (�) associated with each type � consumer, taking as

given the indirect utility U�i that the rival �rm leaves to the consumer, and subject to the two incentive

compatibility constraints DICi and UICi and to the participation constraint. Consumers observe the

menus of contracts fqi (�) ; Ui (�)gi=B;G simultaneously o¤ered by the two �rms and select the preferred

one, i.e. they choose which quality to purchase and which �rm to patronize. This yields �rms�market

shares 'i (�) and it enables us to characterize consumers� self-selection between the two �rms. Three

di¤erent sorting patterns are possible.

De�nition 2 Consumers�self-selection. The sorting of consumers between the brown and the green

�rm is such that:

(i) there is neutrality when

b (�1) = b (�2)() UB (�1)� UG (�1) = UB (�2)� UG (�2) ; (9)

(ii) there is positive sorting into the green �rm (or equivalently negative sorting into the brown �rm)

when b (�1) > b (�2)() UB (�1)� UG (�1) > UB (�2)� UG (�2) ; (10)
10 In what follows, we will say that an incentive constraint is satis�ed when it holds with weak inequality. However, we

will distringuish between a constraint that is slack, i.e. it holds with strict inequality, and one that is binding, i.e. it holds

with equality. Also notice that �rm G�s constraints do not depend on  because environmental consciousness enters both

sides of each inequality and therefore it cancels out.
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(iii) there is negative sorting into the green �rm (or equivalently positive sorting into the brown

�rm) when b (�1) < b (�2)() UB (�1)� UG (�1) < UB (�2)� UG (�2) : (11)

Neutrality captures the situation in which 'i (�), i.e. the fraction of consumers who self-select into

�rm i = B;G, is constant and does not depend on consumers�valuation. Positive (respectively, negative)

selection into the green �rm, instead, means that the higher the consumers�valuation for hedonic quality

�, the bigger (resp. smaller) the fraction of consumers served by �rm G and, symmetrically, the smaller

(resp. bigger) the fraction served by �rm B:

3 The benchmark contracts: full information about consumers�

willingness to pay

Let us �rst consider the benchmark model in which consumers� valuation � is fully observable, while

environmental consciousness  is private information. This benchmark is particularly relevant for three

reasons: (i) it characterizes the e¢ cient quality allocations, allowing us to make comparisons with the

equilibrium qualities obtained under bidimensional asymmetric information (see the following Section 4);

(ii) it enables us to distinguish di¤erent parametric regions characterized by di¤erent sorting patterns

of consumers, which will be crucial for the subsequent analysis; �nally, (iii) it may already provide the

solution to the general problem with fully private information about both � and .11

For each type � 2 f�1; �2g ; �rm i = B;G solves

max
qi(�);Ui(�)

�
�qi (�)�

1

2
kiq

2
i (�)� Ui (�)

�
'i (�) ; (Pbi)

taking U�i (�) ; which enters the expression for 'i (�), as given. Provided that 'i (�) 2 (0; 1), the �rst-

order condition with respect to the quality level qi (�) yields

qbi (�) =
�

ki
= qfbi (�) , (12)

where the superscripts b and fb stand for benchmark and �rst best, respectively. Indeed, the qualities

chosen by the two �rms are e¢ cient because they maximize the principal-agent surplus Si (�). Notice that

qbB (�) > q
b
G (�) for every � 2 f�1; �2g, so, �xing the type of consumer, the brown �rm always produces

11The reader may reckon that there exists another benchmark in which both consumers�valuation � and environmental

consciousness  are fully observable. In this latter case, however, equilibrium qualities would still coincide with the e¢ cient

allocations, the only di¤erence with respect to the results of this section being related to the distribution of surplus SG (�).

In particular, the green �rm would be able to fully appropriate its consumers�pro-environmental premium, in excess of b,
by setting a lower indirect utility (and a higher price).
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the higher quality variant of the good. Nonetheless, the complete ordering of qualities is such that

qbG (�1) < min
�
qbG (�2) ; q

b
B (�1)

	
� max

�
qbG (�2) ; q

b
B (�1)

	
< qbB (�2)

with qbG (�2) < qbB (�1) if and only if
�2
�1
< k: It follows that �rm G always produces the two lowest

qualities if the heterogeneity in �rms�production costs, represented by k, is bigger than the heterogeneity

in consumers�types, represented by the ratio �2
�1
.

Using (12), the �rst-order conditions with respect to utilities Ui (�) ; which are not symmetric because

of the asymmetry in market shares 'i (�), solve for

UB (�) =
1

2

�
�2

2
+ UG (�)

�
and UG (�) =

1

2

�
�2

2k
� (1� UB (�))

�
: (13)

These expressions represent the reaction functions of the two �rms, which characterize the optimal utility

left by �rm i = B;G to a type � consumer for each possible level of utility U�i (�). Reaction functions

have positive slopes so that utilities can be interpreted as strategic complements in this game. In a Nash

equilibrium, the utility levels o¤ered by both �rms to type � consumers solve the two equations in (13)

simultaneously, and must be such that: (i) Ui (�) � Si (�) (or else �i (�) � 0) for all i = B;G; (ii)

UB (�) � 0 and UG (�) +  � 0.12

Two di¤erent classes of Nash equilibria can emerge, depending on whether an interior or a corner

solution realizes. Accordingly, di¤erent parametric regions can be singled out. We provide an informal

discussion of the di¤erent scenarios that may emerge, and refer the reader to Appendix A.1 for additional

details.

(i) Region I When � is low, consumers care relatively more about the green than about the hedonic

quality dimension. Therefore, consumers with su¢ ciently high environmental consciousness pa-

tronize �rm G, despite the fact that they are left with negative net utility UG (�). Conversely,

consumers who are not particularly environmentally concerned are forced to buy from the brown

�rm, which is then able to perfectly price discriminate and extract the (already low) total surplus

by o¤ering UB (�) = 0. In such circumstance, consumers are indi¤erent between buying from �rm

B or not buying at all, and we assume indi¤erence is broken in favor of �rm B, which enjoys a

positive market share. Hence, we identify a corner solution characterized by valuations belonging

to the interval

0 < � �
r

2k

2k + 1
� � < 1; (14)

and by U IbG (�) < 0 = U IbB (�) ; where U Ibi (�) stands for the indirect utility set by �rm i at the

benchmark b in Region I.

12Recall that environmentally-concerned consumers, served by the green �rm, enjoy not only net utility UG (�) but also

their pro-environmental premium, so their gross indirect utility becomes UG (�) = UG (�) + :
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(ii) Region II When � is intermediate, intrinsic quality and green consciousness have a balanced weight

in consumers� preferences. Utilities solve the two equations in (13) and we obtain an interior

solution, characterized by U IIbB (�) > 0, U IIbG (�) 7 0, and strictly positive market shares for both
�rms. This holds in � 2

�
�; �
�
; with � de�ned below in (15).

(iii) Region III When � is high, consumers�environmental consciousness is outweighed by their taste

for hedonic quality and �rm G cannot attract consumers, even if it leaves them the whole total

surplus. Therefore, �rm G makes zero pro�ts and has a null market share, whereas �rm B serves

the whole market. It follows that, when � is su¢ ciently high, a corner solution realizes, which is

characterized by utilities U IIIbB (�) > 0 and U IIIbG (�) = SIIIbG (�), and which satis�es

bIIIb (�) � 1() � �
r

4k

k � 1 � � > 2: (15)

Notice that this case does not occur when �rms are identical and ki = 1 for i = B;G:

Going back to our leading example of the automotive industry, situations with low values of � (Region

I) identify consumers with high marginal utility of income, willing to buy utility cars. On the contrary,

when � is intermediate (Region II), consumers are average earners and seek to purchase family cars or

SUVs. Finally, in the case of high values of � (Region III), consumers are very wealthy and only buy

luxury and sports cars.

3.1 Consumers�self-selection

At equilibrium, how do consumers characterized by di¤erent valuations for hedonic quality sort between

the two �rms? It depends on the region to which consumers valuations belong. If both �1 and �2 are

su¢ ciently low and belong to the interval (0; �], i.e. to Region I, we obtain that bb (�) is decreasing in �,
yielding positive selection into the green �rm. In other words, among consumers served by the green �rm,

the share of high-valuation consumers is bigger than the share of low-valuation ones. Conversely, if both

valuations are intermediate and belong to the interval
�
�; �
�
, i.e. to Region II, then bb (�) is increasing

in �, and there is negative sorting into the green �rm. For the sake of comparison, notice that, if both

�rms had the same marginal costs of quality, with ki = 1 for i = B;G; then they would produce the

same quality levels. As a consequence, bb (�) would be constant and consumer sorting would be neutral.
Neutrality actually holds when both �1 and �2 are above �, i.e. in Region III.

The following proposition characterizes consumers�sorting patterns at the benchmark.

Proposition 1 Consumers� sorting patterns at the benchmark contracts. When consumers�

willingness to pay for intrinsic quality is observable (and environmental concern is private information),

benchmark contracts are such that: (i) in Region I, i.e. when 0 < �1 < �2 � �, there is positive selection
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for �rm G; (ii) in Region II, i.e. when � < �1 < �2 < �, there is negative selection for �rm G; (iii) in

Region III, i.e. when � � �1 < �2, there is neutrality.

Figure 1 represents the three situations. For simplicity, the �gure is drawn as if consumer�s valuation �

were continuous rather than discrete, in such a way that function bb (�) becomes continuous too. Actually
we assumed that consumers�valuation for intrinsic quality takes on only two values, namely �1 or �2.

Consequently, within each region, the environmental consciousness of the indi¤erent consumer can have

only two values, namely bb (�1) or bb (�2).

Figure 1: Consumers�sorting at the benchmark contracts.
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It is worth highlighting that there is an implicit assumption behind Proposition 1, namely that the

two valuations for hedonic quality �1 and �2 are su¢ ciently close to each other that they fall within the

same region. This does not imply that we are only focusing on the case in which consumers�di¤erence in

WTP, i.e. �2 � �1, outweighs their heterogeneity in environmental consciousness, measured by the unit

length of the support of the distribution of . Given the thresholds � < 1 and � > 2, this is certainly true

in Region I, but need not be the case in the remaining regions.

Furthermore, observe that Proposition 1 is not exhaustive. This is done on purpose, in order to simplify

the analysis and to avoid the proliferation of cases. To be more precise, three other mixed regimes should

be considered: either (a) low-valuation consumers �1 belong to Region I and high-valuation consumers

�2 belong to Region II, with �1 < � < �2 < �; or (b) low-valuation consumers �1 belong to Region II and
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high-valuation consumers �2 belong to Region III, with � < �1 < � < �2; or else (c) low-type consumers

�1 belong to Region I and high-type consumers �2 belong to Region III, with �1 < � < � < �2. In regimes

(b) and (c) we would always observe negative selection, as in Region II. In regime (a) it is not possible to

unambiguously assess what kind of sorting pattern would prevail: when �1 is close to 0 and �2 is slightly

above �, positive selection would result, as in Region I; when, instead, �1 is slightly below � and �2 is

close to �, negative selection would hold, as in Region II. As we will show in Section 4, what is crucial

in determining the qualitative features of optimal incentive contracts is the sorting pattern of consumers

into �rms. Hence, no further insights can be gained by studying the mixed regimes in more detail. This

is why, in the remainder of this paper, we only examine Regions I to III separately, with a particular

emphasis on the �rst two, in which valuations are not particularly high.

3.2 Firms�price schedules and pro�ts

Our analysis con�rms that consumers with a given willingness to pay � are always o¤ered a higher

intrinsic quality by the brown than by the green �rm. We analyze the di¤erence in price schedules,

i.e. pG (�) � pB (�), to see whether consumers also end up paying more for the brown variety. We �nd

that the price di¤erence may be either positive or negative according to the magnitude of �rm G�s cost

disadvantage. More speci�cally, in Region I

pIbG (�) > p
Ib
B (�)() � <

s
2k

(4k � 3) � �a;

whereas in Region II

pIIbG (�) > pIIbB (�)() � <

s
2k

5 (k � 1) � �b < �;

with � < �a < �b when k < 2: Thus, in Region I, a higher price for the green good is always charged

provided that the cost disadvantage of the green �rm is not too high, i.e. if k � 2; alternatively, if k > 2,

a price premium for the green �rm still emerges when consumers�WTP is su¢ ciently low and � < �a

holds. In Region II, a price premium for the green �rm is never in place when the cost disadvantage is

su¢ ciently high, i.e. when k > 2; when instead k � 2, the green �rm is able to charge a higher price

than its rival provided that � < �b. Finally, in Region III, it is always the case that consumers pay more

when they buy from the brown �rm and pIIIbG (�) < pIIIbB (�).

As for pro�ts, for a given consumer type � and for each �rm i = B;G, we compute per-unit pro�t

margins and multiply them by the fraction of consumers buying from that �rm, i.e. �bi (�) � �bi (�)'bi (�) :

In Region I, one �nds that �IbG (�) > �
Ib
B (�) always holds. In Region II,

�IIbG (�) > �IIbB (�)() � <

r
k

k � 1 � �c;

with � < �c < �: Finally, in Region III, it is always the case that �IIIbB (�) > �IIIbG (�) = 0.
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Figure 2 illustrates our �ndings about �rms�prices (left panel) and pro�ts (right panel). The thin

curves divide the plane (k; �) into the three regions, whereas the thick curves represent the threshold values

�a and �b (left panel) or �c (right panel), thus allowing to identify the areas where a price premium/penalty

or a positive/negative pro�t di¤erential emerge for the green �rm.

Figure 2: Di¤erence in prices (left) and pro�ts (right) at the benchmark contracts.
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Considering price and pro�t di¤erentials together, one can �nd a set of parameters, spanning both

Regions I and II, where the green �rm su¤ers a price penalty while enjoying a positive pro�t di¤er-

ential with respect to the brown �rm. Indeed, it is easy to check that �c > max f�a; �bg : Hence, for

max f�a; �bg < � < �c, the green �rm is able to keep its prices su¢ ciently low so as to enjoy a bigger

market share and gain higher pro�ts than the brown rival.

4 Screening for consumers�willingness to pay and incentive con-

tracts

Let us now consider the more realistic situation in which neither willingness to pay for quality nor

environmental concerns of consumers are observable to �rms. This requires solving programs PB and PG

(see Section 2) simultaneously, taking each �rm�s DIC and UIC constraints into account.13

In order to give more structure to the problem at hand, let us present some preliminary results.

First, we consider whether and under what conditions the benchmark contracts analyzed in Section
13Participation constraints are neglected at the outset and are checked ex-post.
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3 are incentive compatible. Secondly, we study how consumers� sorting patterns in�uence incentive

compatibility. Interacting these �ndings, it is then possible to determine, for each region: (i) which

incentive constraints are relevant and which ones can be discarded (because they are always slack or

incompatible with others); and (ii) among the relevant incentive constraints, which constraints bind �rst

and which ones bind later (i.e. for a wider or a narrower subset of parameters, respectively).

Let us start with the benchmark contracts. Suppose that each �rm i = B;G o¤ers a menu of contracts

such that consumers of each type � 2 f�1; �2g are given the �rst-best quality levels qfbi (�) and utilities

U bi (�). Do these contracts satisfy both DICi and UICi for each �rm i = B;G? If this is the case,

then the benchmark contracts represent full-�edged optimal contracts. This implies that only strategic

interaction between �rms matters, while information elicitation within each �rm is not a problem. Indeed,

each �rm�s program Pi can be treated as two independent (benchmark) problems, one for each quality

level, since the presence of types �1 does not alter the optimal contract that �rm i o¤ers to types �2, and

vice-versa.

Lemma 1 (i) In Region I, i.e. when 0 < �1 < �2 � �, �rm G�s benchmark contracts are such that

UICG is always satis�ed and DICG holds if and only if �2
�1
� 3; �rm B�s benchmark contracts are such

that UICB is always satis�ed whereas DICB always fails. (ii) In Region II, i.e. when � < �1 < �2 < �,

�rm G�s benchmark contracts are such that DICG is always satis�ed and UICG holds if and only if 14

k < 4 and
�2
�1
� 2 + k

4� k ; (16)

�rm B�s benchmark contracts are such that UICB is always satis�ed and DICB holds if and only if
�2
�1
� 4k�1

2k+1 ; with
4k�1
2k+1 <

2+k
4�k . (iii) In Region III, i.e. when � � �1 < �2, �rm G�s benchmark contracts

are always incentive compatible; �rm B�s benchmark contracts are such that UICB is always satis�ed and

DICB is satis�ed if and only if
�2
�1
� 2k � 1: (17)

Proof. See Appendix A.2.

The following result follows immediately from Lemma 1.

Corollary 1 Incentive compatible benchmark contracts. Suppose that neither consumers� will-

ingness to pay nor environmental consciousness are observable to �rms. Then: (i) in Region I, i.e.

when 0 < �1 < �2 � �, benchmark contracts are not incentive compatible; (ii) in Region II, i.e. when

� < �1 < �2 < �, optimal incentive contracts coincide with the benchmark contracts if and only if condi-

tion (16) is satis�ed; (iii) in Region III, i.e. when � � �1 < �2, optimal incentive contracts coincide

with the benchmark contracts if and only if condition (17) is satis�ed.

14Condition (16) is always satis�ed when �rms are symmetric, i.e. ki = 1 for i = B;G, whereas it is never satis�ed when

�rm G has a high cost disadvantage and k � 4.
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Parts (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 1 provide the conditions under which screening for consumers who

are privately informed about their preferences for both quality and environment is performed without

costs, and competition between two non-identical �rms leads to an e¢ cient allocation.15 This e¢ ciency

result is more likely to be attained when the heterogeneity in consumers�types, that is the ratio between

the willingness to pay for quality �2
�1
, is su¢ ciently high. Indeed, when consumers�types are su¢ ciently

distant from each other, mimicking becomes much less attractive. Moreover, e¢ ciency is also guaranteed

when �rms�heterogeneity is su¢ ciently low, i.e. when kG = k is close to kB = 1; then competition

between �rms becomes intense and both �rms strive to attract the best, high-valuation consumers by

leaving them a high utility.

Before proceeding further, notice that Lemma 1 again excludes the cases in which consumers�val-

uations �1 and �2 belong to two distinct regions. In these mixed regimes, it is more di¢ cult to de�ne

conditions guaranteeing that benchmark contracts satisfy incentive compatibility for each �rm. Such

analysis goes beyond the scope of the present work and is relegated to the Working Paper version of

this article (see Burani and Mantovani, 2019).16 Nonetheless, the general principle stated above remains

valid: the di¤erence between consumers�types must be su¢ ciently high relative to the di¤erence between

�rms�costs in order for the benchmark contracts to be incentive compatible.

What happens then when benchmark contracts are no longer incentive compatible? The following

lemma speci�es which are the incentive compatibility constraints that each �rm can a¤ord to neglect

(because they are slack), depending on the sorting pattern of consumers into �rms. The lemma focuses

on full participation and full separation of consumers�types, because this is the most pro�table situation

for both �rms, which prefer it to the possible alternatives, namely pooling both types into a single contract

or excluding some type of consumer.

Lemma 2 Suppose that �rms�market shares are such that 'i (�) 2 (0; 1) ; for i = B;G and � 2 f�1; �2g ;

and consider full participation and full separation of types. Then: (a) if there is positive selection into

�rm G, i.e. b (�1) > b (�2) holds, optimal contracts are such that neither DICB nor UICG are binding;
(b) if there is negative selection into �rm G, i.e. b (�1) < b (�2) holds, optimal contracts are such that
neither UICB nor DICG are binding; (c) under neutrality, both UICi and DICi are slack for i = B;G:

Proof. See Appendix A.3.

Then, di¤erent programs prove to be relevant according to which sorting pattern prevails and, in

turn, depending on which region consumers�types belong to. In what follows, we examine the di¤erent
15This result is coherent with Rochet and Stole (2002), where �rms are identical and no incentive constraint can ever be

binding. Therefore, optimal contracts always entail e¢ cient allocations. The same result is obtained by Armstrong and

Vickers (2001) as well.
16 In particular, we refer the interested reader to the continuation of the Proof of Lemma 1 in Appendix B.1 of our Working

Paper.
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regions in turn, focusing on allocative distortions and informational rents (i.e. on how qualities and

utilities o¤ered to the di¤erent types of consumers change with respect to the benchmark contracts),

while referring the reader to Appendices B.2-B.4 in Burani and Mantovani (2019) for a detailed analysis

of each case and for numerical simulations.

4.1 Region I

Consider Region I, where �1 < �2 < � and positive sorting attains. From Lemmata 1 and 2, it follows

that DICB always fails, thus �rm B is not able to prevent high types �2 from mimicking low types

�1; when it extracts all the surplus from its consumers. Its options then become either to bunch low-

and high-valuation consumers by o¤ering them the same contact, or to exclude low-valuation consumers

by o¤ering them the null contract (i.e. zero quality and zero utility). It turns out that �rm B prefers

to exclude low types �1 and serve only high-valuation consumers �2 provided that the fraction of low-

valuation consumers � be not too high.17 As for �rm G, there are two di¤erent situations to be considered:

when �2
�1
� 3; �rm G�s benchmark contracts are fully incentive compatible; when instead 1 < �2

�1
< 3;

the constraint DICG starts to bind. In this latter situation, �rm G is bound to distort downwards the

quality o¤ered to low types and to pay out informational rents to high types, in order to discourage the

latter from selecting the contract targeted to low types. This determines an increase in UG (�2) relative

to the benchmark. Moreover, in order to preserve pro�ts, �rm G compensates the increase in UG (�2)

with a decrease in UG (�1) ; which is then lower than at the benchmark.

The proposition that follows provides the most important qualitative results.

Proposition 2 Optimal incentive contracts in Region I, when 0 < �1 < �2 � �.

� Firm B only o¤ers the (e¢ cient) high-quality level, i.e. q�B (�1) = 0 and q�B (�2) = q
fb
B (�2) ; it leaves

no surplus to any consumer, i.e. U�B (�1) = U
�
B (�2) = 0:

� Firm G always sets an e¢ cient quality for high types, i.e. q�G (�2) = q
fb
G (�2) : Moreover:

(i) when �2
�1
� 3; it o¤ers the benchmark contracts;

(ii) when 1 < �2
�1
< 3; it distorts downward the quality o¤ered to low types, i.e. q�G (�1) < q

fb
G (�1) :

Relative to the benchmark, it leaves a higher utility to high types and a lower utility to low

types, i.e. U�G (�2) > U
b
G (�2) and U

�
G (�1) < U

b
G (�1).

Proof. See Appendix B.2.

In addition to the results highlighted in the above proposition, we also �nd that positive selection is

reinforced because b (�1) increases while b (�2) decreases relative to the benchmark.18 This implies that
17 In the simulations we ran, a su¢ cient condition for exclusion being dominant with respect to pooling is that � < 0:9.
18See also Proposition 4 below.
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the overall market share of �rm G, consisting of the sum of 'G (�1) and 'G (�2) ; raises with respect not

only to the benchmark but also to �rm B�s market share. Moreover, in this region, there is a positive

price di¤erential in favour of the green �rm, which is signi�cantly higher for low types �1 under screening

contracts. Finally, the green �rm increases its pro�t advantage relative to the brown �rm for both types

of consumers. To sum up, our analysis conveys the following unexpected message.

Remark 1 Under screening, when consumers� valuations for intrinsic quality are relatively low, the

brown �rm abstains from o¤ering the low-quality variety, thereby bene�tting the green rival.

Referring to the real-world example of the automotive sector, our model predicts that, under asymmet-

ric information, the producers of electric vehicles tend to dominate, and thus drive the brown producers

out of the market, in the lowest quality segment, i.e. for electric bicycles, microcars and small utility

cars. Indeed, the most important players in this market (Aixam-Mega SAS, Toyota Motor Corporation,

Hyundai Group, Tata Group, Mitsubishi Corporation, and others) are increasingly developing low car-

bon emission vehicles and micro electric cars. It is also correct to say that they operate in conditions of

asymmetric information, as precise data about consumers�valuation for quality are still being collected.

4.2 Region II

Suppose that � < �1 < �2 < � and that negative sorting attains. Furthermore, suppose that condition
4k�1
2k+1 �

�2
�1
< 2+k

4�k is satis�ed, whereby benchmark contracts are still incentive compatible for �rm B

but no longer for �rm G. As the ratio between consumers�valuations �2
�1
falls short of the quantity 2+k

4�k ,

the two types of consumers become closer to each other and this induces mimicking between types. In

particular, the contract that �rm G o¤ers to consumers with high willingness to pay �2 becomes attractive

for low-valuation consumers �1. Thus, �rm G is forced to distort the quality o¤ered to high types upwards

in order to make their contract less appealing to low types. Nonetheless, as at the benchmark, the green

�rm still o¤ers lower quality levels to each type of consumer relative to the brown �rm. In addition,

the green �rm increases U�G (�1) above the benchmark U
b
G (�1) in order to discourage low types from

mimicking high types, and compensates this change with a decrease in U�G (�2) :

Eventually, when the ratio between consumers�valuations �2�1 is even lower and condition
�2
�1
< 4k�1

2k+1 is

relevant, �rm B starts to be incentive constrained as well, because the contract o¤ered to low-valuation

consumers becomes attractive for high-valuation potential customers. The brown �rm then prevents

high types from mimicking low types by distorting the quality level o¤ered to low types downwards and

giving information rents to high types, whose utility U�B (�2) necessarily increases. Moreover, in order to

preserve pro�ts, �rm B compensates an increase in U�B (�2) with a decrease in U
�
B (�1) :

The proposition that follows highlights the main features of optimal contracts in Region II.
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Proposition 3 Optimal incentive contracts in Region II, when � < �1 < �2 < � and �2
�1
< 2+k

4�k .

� Firm G o¤ers the e¢ cient quality for low types, i.e. qG (�1) = q
fb
G (�1) ; and it distorts upwards the

quality o¤ered to high types, i.e. q�G (�2) > qfbG (�2). Relative to the benchmark, it leaves a higher

utility to low types and a lower utility to high types, i.e. U�G (�1) > U
b
G (�1) and U

�
G (�2) < U

b
G (�2) :

� Firm B always sets an e¢ cient quality for high types, i.e. q�G (�2) = q
fb
G (�2) : Moreover:

(i) when 4k�1
2k+1 �

�2
�1
< 2+k

4�k ; it sets the e¢ cient quality levels also for low types, i.e. q
�
B (�1) =

qfbB (�1) : Relative to the benchmark, it leaves a higher utility to low types and a lower utility

to high types, i.e. U�B (�1) > U
b
B (�1) while U

�
B (�2) < U

b
B (�2) :

(ii) when �2
�1
< 4k�1

2k+1 , it distorts downwards the quality o¤ered to low-valuation consumers, i.e.

q�B (�1) < qfbB (�1) : Relative to the benchmark, it leaves a lower utility to low types and a

higher utility to high types, i.e. U�B (�1) < U
b
B (�1) while U

�
B (�2) > U

b
B (�2) :

Proof. See Appendix B.3.

Notice that our result concerning the overprovision of quality by �rm G to high types �2 is somehow

unexpected. Usually, one observes underprovision of quality to low types �1, which is caused by the

downward incentive constraint being binding.19 In our model, this does not occur because outside options

are type-dependent. Indeed, when buying from �rm G, consumers with low valuation �1 are tempted to

mimic high-valuation types �2 who are more likely to receive attractive o¤ers from �rm B. The latter,

in turn, is more prone to serve high-valuation consumers who guarantee higher pro�t margins.20

Moreover, when consumers�valuations for quality take relatively high values, the green producer gains

in terms of market penetration only for low-type consumers, which are however more sophisticated in

comparison to the previous region. As an illustrative example, consider Tesla S, a high-performance

electric sedan. Its success can be attributed to the fact that its intrinsic performance, in terms of both

acceleration and speed, is comparable to that of internal combustion vehicles.

What happens in Region III (when � < �1 < �2) is not particularly insightful, because the green �rm

leaves all the surplus to its customers and thus its contracts are always incentive compatible. Nonetheless,

�rm G is unable to serve any customers, and it only plays the role of potential competitor of �rm B:

The latter might have its DICB binding and therefore it might distort downwards the quality o¤ered to

low-type consumers. Considering the automotive sector, one could identify Region III with the segment of

sports cars, in which market penetration by electric car producers like Tesla is still extremely low (despite

the e¤orts made with their Roadster). Brown producers like Ferrari or Porsche, instead, dominate the

19See Biglaiser and Mezzetti (2001) and Rochet and Stole (2001) on this point.
20See the literature on countervailing incentives (Lewis and Sappington, 1989, and Maggi and Rodríguez-Clare, 1995)

and on type-dependent participation constraints (Jullien, 2000).
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market, even in the presence of asymmetric information about consumers�WTP. The interested reader

is referred to Appendix B.4, where we relegate the analysis of this case.

4.3 Consumers�self-selection

Screening contracts entail information rents left by �rms to consumers. This alters condition (3) and, in

turn, the sorting pattern of consumers into �rms.

Proposition 4 Consumers� sorting patterns at the incentive contracts. When incentive con-

tracts are in place, selection (be it positive or negative) is more pronounced than at the benchmark con-

tracts: the function b (�) is steeper relative to the benchmark in both Regions I and II.
In particular, this implies that, under negative selection for �rm G, �rm G�s market share of high-

valuation consumers (respectively �rm B�s) decreases (resp. increases), whereas �rm G�s market share

of low-valuation consumers (respectively �rm B�s) increases (resp. decreases) relative to the benchmark.

The converse is true under positive selection. Figure 3 sketches these results.

Figure 3: Consumers�sorting at the screening contracts.
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Proposition 4 suggests that each �rm designs its incentive contracts in order to make the sorting

pattern of consumers as favorable to itself as possible. Indeed, consider negative selection: when UIC

is binding for the green �rm, its pro�t margins are decreasing in consumers� willingness to pay �.21

Therefore, the green �rm is better-o¤ the higher the share of low-valuation consumers and the lower

the share of high-valuation consumers that it is able to serve. The opposite happens when DIC is

binding for the brown �rm: its pro�t margins are increasing in �, therefore this �rm is better-o¤ if it

21See Result 1 contained in the proof of Lemma 2 in Appendix A.3.
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succeeds in serving an increasing share of high-valuation consumers and a decreasing share of low-valuation

consumers. Thus, under negative selection, it becomes relatively more convenient for the brown �rm to

attract high-type consumers and for the green �rm to attract low-type consumers. For this reason, the

e¤ect of selection is strengthened at the incentive contracts. A similar logic applies to positive selection

when DICG is binding.

Before concluding, let us mention that in Appendix B.5 of our Working Paper (Burani and Mantovani,

2019) the interested reader can �nd a section devoted to the analysis of the price di¤erential between the

two �rms under screening, which extends the results obtained in Section 3.2.

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we analyzed competition patterns along di¤erent dimensions of quality in presence of

asymmetric information. In particular, we considered a vertically di¤erentiated duopoly in which a

green �rm produces an environmentally-friendly variety of a product, whereas the brown rival produces

a standard variety. A particular feature of our model is that both �rms are allowed to o¤er quality-

di¤erentiated versions of their products. We studied optimal contracts o¤ered by the two �rms both

in the benchmark case of full information about consumers�willingness to pay for intrinsic quality and

assuming that �rms were uninformed about both consumers�WTP and their degree of environmental

consciousness.

An important �nding we obtained is that, under asymmetric information, there exist situations in

which the brown �rm only o¤ers a high quality and the green �rm not only captures all consumers

buying the low quality but also charges higher prices than its competitor, thereby reaping higher pro�ts.

This occurs when consumers�valuations for quality are relatively low. An interesting policy implication,

we touch upon though not formally develop, is that consumers� private information may represent a

substitute for environmental regulation and/or the introduction of minimum (environmental) quality

standards. Moreover, these results can be interpreted in terms of the potential bright side of asymmetric

information, especially in a period where �rms struggle to obtain information regarding consumers�

tastes and preferences. Indeed, under full information about consumers�WTP for intrinsic quality, we

would observe a proliferation of brown products, also at the bottom of the quality ladder, in order to

cater for customers willing to buy the low quality. This might not be bene�cial for society at large, as

the low-quality variety commercialized by the brown �rm is often associated to relatively high levels of

polluting emissions, and/or does not meet the standards of social responsibility. On the other hand, when

consumers�valuations are relatively low and �rms resort to screening, some mutually bene�cial exchanges

are not carried out, thereby producing a welfare loss. Eventually, the underprovision of quality by the

green �rm further reduces welfare. Navigating these trade-o¤s would require additional assumptions
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about how to relate the emissions generated by a product to its hedonic quality, to its volume of sales,

and eventually to the loss in consumers�satisfaction that they cause. Therefore, we decided not to develop

the welfare implications of our model to a greater extent.

A limitation of our model is that we only consider consumers with two possible WTP. It would be

interesting to extend our analysis to include the case in which consumers�valuations for intrinsic quality

are continuous. However, the standard Hamiltonian technique would not prove su¢ cient to provide a

solution. Our preliminary work in this direction enables us to state the following facts. First, e¢ cient

allocations are never incentive compatible. Hence, benchmark contracts are no longer optimal screening

contracts. Second, it is possible that distortions in quality disappear both at the top and at the bottom

(i.e. e¢ cient qualities are o¤ered both to the lowest and to highest possible types). Third, �rms might

well o¤er pooling contracts such that the same quality is o¤ered to some subset of types. Finally, exclusion

of some types of consumers, namely the ones with the lower willingness to pay, is also possible. Despite

the additional technical di¢ culties, this con�rms the robustness of our main result, namely that the

brown �rm might be willing to abstain from producing the low-quality variant of the good.

Another restrictive assumption that we adopt is related to consumers�valuations and environmental

consciousness being independently distributed. This is crucial for our results, because our de�nitions

about consumer sorting patterns do not readily lend themselves to problems involving a statistical as-

sociation between the two consumers� characteristics. Indeed, consider the case of a perfect positive

(respectively negative) correlation between WTP and green consciousness, in which the type space would

become a positively (resp. negatively) sloped straight line. Then, the green �rm would simply serve the

consumers with the highest environmental consciousness, who are also the ones with the highest (resp.

lowest) valuations for intrinsic quality. However, notice that our main result, concerning the advantage

of the green relative to the brown �rm in Region I, holds despite the assumed independence, and not

thanks to it. The introduction of positive correlation to eventually compensate for the additional cost

borne by the green �rm would simply enhance its advantage.

A Appendix

A.1 The benchmark contracts: Nash equilibria

Consider reaction functions (13). At the interior solution, they intersect when they are both strictly

positively sloped, and this identi�es Region II. As we know, there also exist two corner solutions: in

Region I, �rm G�s reaction function is strictly positively sloped and it intersects �rm B�s reaction function

which is constant at UB (�) = 0; in Region III, �rm B�s reaction function is strictly positively sloped and

it intersects �rm G�s reaction function which is constant at UG (�) = SG (�) = �2=2k: Let us consider
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these three situations with additional analytical details.

(i) Considering the space (UB ; UG), the vertical-axis intercept of �rm G�s reaction function can not only

be negative, but also weakly smaller than the (negative) vertical-axis intercept of �rm B�s reaction

function. Analytically, this means that �2

2k � 1 � �
�2

2 < 0, which leads to the de�nition of interval

� 2 (0; �]. In this region, a Nash equilibrium exists and is such that

U IbB (�) = 0 and U IbG (�) = � 1
2

�
1� �2

2k

�
< 0 :

Using (3), the marginal consumer of type �, who is indi¤erent between the two �rms, is

bIb (�) = U IbB (�)� U IbG (�) =
1

2

�
1� �2

2k

�
:

Thus, the fractions of type � consumers served by �rm B and �rm G; respectively, are

'IbB (�) = Pr
�
 < bIb (�)� = 1

2 �
�2

4k and 'IbG (�) = 1� 'IbB (�) = 1
2 +

�2

4k
:

Finally, prices can be recovered using (2) and are equal to

pIbB (�) = �
2 and pIbG (�) =

�2

k +
1
2

�
1� �2

2k

�
= 1

2

�
1 + 3�2

2k

�
:

(ii) Secondly, consider interior solutions, in which utilities solve the two equations in (13) and are equal

to

U IIbB (�) = 1
3

�
�2(1+2k)

2k � 1
�

and U IIbG (�) = 1
3

�
�2(2+k)
2k � 2

�
: (18)

The indi¤erent consumer is therefore given by

bIIb (�) = U IIbB (�)� U IIbG (�) =
1

3

�
1 +

�2 (k � 1)
2k

�
and market shares equal

'IIbB (�) = 1
3

�
1 + �2(k�1)

2k

�
and 'IIbG (�) = 1

3

�
2� �2(k�1)

2k

�
:

Finally, one can compute the equilibrium prices

pIIbG (�) = 1
3

�
�2(4�k)
2k + 2

�
and pIIbB (�) = 1

3

�
�2(4k�1)

2k + 1
�
:

Interior solutions emerge in the interval � 2
�
�; �
�
; with � being obtained for high values of � which

de�ne the second corner solution.

(iii) Finally, considering again the space (UB ; UG) ; �rm B�s reaction function can intersects �rm G�s

reaction function when the latter is �at at UG (�) = �
2=2k; which corresponds to the total surplus

generated by �rm G for type � consumers. Firm G is not able to attract consumers of type �,
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notwithstanding the fact that it may give them the whole total surplus. As we already know, it

yields zero pro�ts and has a null market share. Firm B; on the contrary, serves the whole market.

This occurs when � > �, and in the interval � 2
�
�;1

�
a Nash equilibrium is now characterized by

utilities

U IIIbB (�) = 1 + �2

2k and U IIIbG (�) = �2

2k
;

and market shares

'IIIbB (�) = bIIIb (�) = 1 and 'IIIbG (�) = 0 :

Prices are equal to

pIIIbB (�) = �2 �
�
1 + �2

2k

�
= �2(2k�1)

2k � 1 and pIIIbG (�) = �2

2k
:

A.2 Proof of Lemma 1: Incentive compatible benchmark contracts

We check whether the incentive compatibility constraints are satis�ed by the benchmark contracts: for

each i = B;G, we rewrite constraints DICi and UICi substituting for the equilibrium qualities qbi (�)

and utilities U bi (�) of the benchmark in Section 3. For expositional clarity, we will denote by IC
b
i the

incentive constraint evaluated at the benchmark. Given that there are di¤erent classes of Nash equilibria,

characterized by di¤erent equilibrium utilities U bi (�) ; let us consider the di¤erent regions in turn and let

us examine incentive constraints accordingly.

(i) Suppose that both �1 and �2 belong to Region I, i.e., assume that �1 < �2 � � =
q

2k
2k+1 < 1: For

�rm G; one has

UICbG is satis�ed () (�2 � �1) (4�2 � (�2 + �1))
4k

� 0

that is if and only if �2�1 �
1
3 , which is always true given that

�2
�1
> 1 by assumption. Moreover,

DICbG is satis�ed () (�2 � �1) ((�2 + �1)� 4�1)
4k

� 0;

or else if and only if
�2
�1
� 3: (19)

Consider now �rm B: One has

UICbB is satis�ed () (�2 � �1) �2 � 0;

which is always the case, and

DICbB is satis�ed () � (�2 � �1) �1 � 0;

which is impossible, implying that DICbB is always violated by the benchmark contracts of �rm B

and that types �2 have an incentive to mimic types �1: This follows from the fact that �rm B o¤ers

the same null utility to both types of consumers.
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(ii) Suppose now that both �1 and �2 belong to Region II, i.e., assume that � < �1 < �2 < � =
q

4k
k�1 :

For �rm G; one has

UICbG is satis�ed () (�2��1)((�2+�1)(4�k)�6�1)
6k � 0 ;

that is if and only if k < 4 and22

�2
�1
� 2 + k

4� k : (20)

Moreover,

DICbG is satis�ed () (�2��1)(6�2�(�2+�1)(4�k))
6k � 0

which is always true when �2
�1
> 1.

Considering �rm B, one has

UICbB is satis�ed () (�2(4k�1)��1(2k+1))(�2��1)
6k � 0

which is always the case when �2
�1
> 1; and

DICbB is satis�ed () ((2k+1)�2�(4k�1)�1)(�2��1)
6k � 0

which holds if and only if
�2
�1
� 4k � 1
2k + 1

: (21)

Given that inequality
4k � 1
2k + 1

<
2 + k

4� k
holds, both �rms�benchmark contracts are incentive compatible when condition (20) is satis�ed,

whereas only �rm B�s benchmark contracts are incentive compatible when

4k � 1
2k + 1

� �2
�1
<
2 + k

4� k ;

because UICbG fails to be satis�ed. Finally, when

�2
�1
<
4k � 1
2k + 1

;

neither �rm�s benchmark contracts are incentive compatible because both UICbG and DIC
b
B fail to

hold.

(iii) Suppose, then, that both �1 and �2 belong to Region III, i.e., we assume that 2 < � < �1 < �2: For

�rm G; one has

UICbG is satis�ed () (�2��1)(2�2�(�2+�1))
4k � 0 ;

22Note that, when k � 4, benchmark contracts are never upward incentive compatible for �rm G because types �1

consumers always have incentive to mimick types �2: We will henceforth rule out this event assuming that k < 4 holds.
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which is always the case, and

DICbG is satis�ed () (�2��1)((�2+�1)�2�1)
4k � 0 ;

which is always true: in this Region, �rm G leaves all the surplus to consumers and thus its

benchmark contracts are incentive compatible.

As for �rm B;

UICbB is satis�ed () (�2��1)(2k�2�(�2+�1))
2k � 0 ;

which is true for any �2
�1
> 1 and

DICbB is satis�ed () (�2��1)((�2+�1)�2k�1)
4k � 0 ;

that is if and only if
�2
�1
� 2k � 1: (22)

Summing up, for �2
�1
� 2k � 1 all benchmark contracts in Region III are incentive compatible,

whereas for 1 < �2
�1
< 2k� 1 �rm B�s benchmark contracts are not downward incentive compatible.

Mixed regimes are considered in Appendix B.1, which can be found in the Working Paper version of

this article.23

A.3 Proof of Lemma 2

In order to prove Lemma 2, let us �rst consider a preliminary step. Let us express incentive constraints

in terms of pro�t margins on each type � (see expression 6) and surplus. Then DICi becomes

�i (�2)� �i (�1) � Si (�2)� Si (�1)���qi (�1)

and UICi takes the form

Si (�2)� Si (�1)���qi (�2) � �i (�2)� �i (�1) :

Result 1 (i) If DICi is binding for �rm i = B;G, then pro�t margins are strictly increasing in � and

�i (�1) < �i (�2) : (ii) If UICi is binding for �rm i = B;G, then pro�t margins are strictly decreasing in

� and �i (�1) > �i (�2) : (iii) If neither DICi nor UICi is binding for either �rm, then pro�t margins

can be either decreasing or increasing in �:

Proof. The proof of this result follows an argument similar to the one developed by Rochet and Stole

(2002). When DICi is binding for �rm i = B;G, quality levels are such that qi (�2) = qfbi (�2) and

23We recall that the Working Paper version is available at: https://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=3465981?? .
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qi (�1) � qfbi (�1) ; namely, the high type gets the �rst best while the quality of the low type is downward

distorted. Moreover, when DICi is binding, one has

�i (�2)� �i (�1) = Si (�2)� Si (�1)���qi (�1) :

The right-hand-side of the above equality is minimized when qi (�1) is the highest possible, that is when

it equals the �rst-best quality level. Substituting for such quality level yields

�i (�2)� �i (�1) = Si (�2)� Si (�1)���qi (�1) � �22
2ki
� �21

2ki
� �1(�2��1)

ki
= (�2��1)2

2ki
> 0 :

Thus, when DICi is binding, �i (�2) > �i (�1) and pro�t margins are strictly increasing in �:

Similarly, when UICi is binding for �rm i = B;G, quality levels are such that qi (�2) � qfbi (�2) and

qi (�1) = q
fb
i (�1) ; namely, the low type gets the �rst best while the quality designed for the high type is

distorted upwards. Moreover, when UICi is binding, one has

Si (�2)� Si (�1)���qi (�2) = �i (�2)� �i (�1) :

The left-hand-side of the above equality is maximized when qi (�2) is the lowest possible, that is when it

equals the �rst-best level. Substituting for such quality level yields

�i (�2)� �i (�1) = Si (�2)� Si (�1)���qi (�2) � �22
2ki
� �21

2ki
� �2(�2��1)

ki
= � (�2��1)2

2ki
< 0 ;

showing that �i (�2) < �i (�1) ; i.e. that pro�t margins are strictly decreasing in �: When neither DICi

nor UICi is binding, then each �rm sets all e¤ort levels at the �rst best and the di¤erence in pro�t

margins �i (�1)� �i (�2) can be either positive or negative.

Let us then move to the actual proof of Lemma 2. Consider full participation and full separation

of types. Assume that both �rms�market shares are such that 'i (�) 2 (0; 1) ; with i = B;G and

� 2 f�1; �2g, and consider negative selection for �rm G so that 0 < b (�1) < b (�2) < 1 holds, whereby

'B (�1) < 'B (�2)() 'G (�1) > 'G (�2) : Take the problem PG of the green �rm (see Section 2) subject

to DICG and UICG. Build the Lagrangian associated with this problem, where �
D
G and �UG are the

multipliers corresponding to DICG and UICG; respectively

LG = �
�
�1qG (�1)� 1

2kq
2
G (�1)� UG (�1)

�
(1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1)))

+ (1� �)
�
�2qG (�2)� 1

2kq
2
G (�2)� UG (�2)

�
(1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)))

+�DG (UG (�2)� UG (�1)���qG (�1)) + �UG (UG (�1)� UG (�2) + ��qG (�2))

: (23)

The �rst-order conditions relative to utilities are

@LG
@UG(�1)

= �� (1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1)))

+�
�
�1qG (�1)� 1

2kq
2
G (�1)� UG (�1)

�
� �DG + �UG = 0

(G1)

@LG
@UG(�2)

= � (1� �) (1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)))

+ (1� �)
�
�2qG (�2)� 1

2kq
2
G (�2)� UG (�2)

�
+ �DG � �UG = 0

(G2)
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Consider the following two cases.

(a) Suppose that �UG > 0 while �
D
G = 0: Then DICG is slack while UICG is binding and equations (G1)

and (G2) become

@LG
@UG(�1)

= �� (1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1)))

+�
�
�1qG (�1)� 1

2kq
2
G (�1)� UG (�1)

�
+ �UG = 0

(G1a)

@LG
@UG(�2)

= � (1� �) (1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)))

+ (1� �)
�
�2qG (�2)� 1

2kq
2
G (�2)� UG (�2)

�
� �UG = 0

: (G2a)

Solving both (G1a) and (G2a) for �UG and considering that �
U
G > 0 yields

1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1)) > �1qG (�1)�
1

2
kq2G (�1)� UG (�1) � �G (�1)

and

�G (�2) � �2qG (�2)�
1

2
kq2G (�2)� UG (�2) > 1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)) :

Given that, by Result 1, pro�t margins are decreasing in � when UICG is binding, one has that

1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1)) > �G (�1) > �G (�2) > 1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2))

which requires negative selection for �rm G. In other words, our initial assumption about negative

selection is compatible with UICG being binding and DICG being slack for �rm G.

(b) Conversely, assume that UICG is slack while DICG is binding whereby �
U
G = 0 while �

D
G > 0: Now,

�rst-order conditions (G1) and (G2) specify as

@LG
@UG(�1)

= �� (1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1)))

+�
�
�1qG (�1)� 1

2kq
2
G (�1)� UG (�1)

�
� �DG = 0

(G1b)

@LG
@UG(�2)

= � (1� �) (1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)))

+ (1� �)
�
�2qG (�2)� 1

2kq
2
G (�2)� UG (�2)

�
+ �DG = 0

: (G2b)

Solving both (G1b) and (G2b) for �DG > 0 yields

�G (�1) � �1qG (�1)�
1

2
kq2G (�1)� UG (�1) > 1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1))

and

1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)) > �2qG (�2)�
1

2
kq2G (�2)� UG (�2) � �G (�2) :

Pro�t margins are increasing in � when DICG is binding and thus

1� (UB (�2)� UG (�2)) > �G (�2) > �G (�1) > 1� (UB (�1)� UG (�1))

contradicting the fact that there�s negative selection for �rm G.
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By the same reasoning, considering the problem PG of the brown �rm, the following result holds: the

assumption of negative selection for �rm G is compatible with the situation in which DICB is binding

and UICB is slack, because pro�t margins are increasing in � for �rm B when DICB is binding; such

assumption is instead not compatible with the case in which DICB is slack and UICB is binding, given

that pro�t margins are decreasing in � for �rm B when UICB is binding.

All results are reversed if the initial assumption is that selection is positive for �rm G: Finally, when

neutrality holds, all incentive constraints should be slack for both �rms.
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